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BUILDING PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Square Footage: 6,000 ft
2 

Number of Floors:  1 

Type of Roof:  Metal, pitched 

Foundation Type: Insulated slab 

Siding Type: Wooden siding 

BUILDING USE DESCRIPTION 

Maplewood Hall was constructed in 1971.  It houses approximately 82 students.   

ENERGY USE SUMMARY 

Maplewood is Unity College’s newest residence hall and was built with a number of energy saving measures including a full entryway, insulated slab, insulated 

walls and roof, radiant floor heat, solar tubes for interior day-lighting, motion sensors for lights in common spaces, an air-to-air heat exchanger, and heating 

controls in each room.   Maplewood will be a model of how the college can incorporate energy saving measures in any further new construction.  That said, the 

text below offers a number of suggestions for improving the efficiency of the building.   

Figure 1: Large entryway with secondary doors prevents heat loss from the common area. 
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Figure 2: Solar tubes light hallways by day. 

 

 

Figure 3: Radiant Floor Heating System                           Figure 4: Each room has dedicated heating controls. 
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Maplewood’s Energy use may be broken down as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End Energy Use Energy Use in Units (2009) Total BTUs 2009 2009 Operating Costs 

Lighting 6,384 kWh 21,783,436 BTU $575 

Non-Lighting Electrical Use 9,373 kWh 31,979,311 BTU $844 

Student Electricity Use 9,072 kWh 30,953,664 BTU $816 

Heating 
2,088 Gallons Oil 290,282,748 BTU 5,262.68 

Hot Water Use 
433 Gallons Oil 60,219,655 BTU 1,091.75 
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PROPOSED ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES 

HEATING: BUILDING ENVELOPE  

ECM 1: Replace Emergency Exit Doors 

Thermal images reveal a significant amount heat loss through the building’s four emergency doors.  

They should be replaced. 

       

 

ECM2:  Add Attic Insulation 

Although the attic is currently insulated, thermal images reveal a significant amount of heat loss through the attic.  We recommend installing an additional 18 

inches of blown-in fiberglass insulation.  The additional depth should not further hamper access to building systems located in the attic while increasing its 

energy performance.  Undertaking the air leakage reduction measures described below, in addition to adding attic insulation, should increase building 

performance.   
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ECM 3: Reduce Air Leakage 

The most significant sources of air leakage in the building are plumbing and utility penetrations, recessed lighting in the common room, and window frames.  

The window frames should be resealed with caulk and paint.  Utility penetrations must be sealed and insulated especially those in the utility closet which is 

adjacent to the front door and is subject to larger changes in air pressure.  The boxes housing the recessed lighting should be caulked and the insulation replaced 

around them.  In addition, the entryway door between vestibule and common room should be weather-stripped.   

  

 

 

 

 

HEATING: HVAC SYSTEM 

ECM 4: Install Outdoor Temperature 

Reset Control 

This will schedule heating water temperature according to the outside air temperature 

HOT WATER HEATING 

ECM 5:  Augment Domestic Hot Water Heating from Boiler with a Solar Thermal System 

Hot water is heated by the same boiler heating the dormitory.  While this configuration works well in the winter, it is inefficient during shoulder and summer 

months when there is little to no need for heat.  Because Maplewood will be used during the summer for camps and other programs, we recommend that the call 

for domestic hot water is met by a solar-thermal system. 

Simple hot-water conservation measures, like low-flow shower heads and pipe insulation, have already been implemented.   
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ELECTRICITY:  UNITY FIXTURES and LIGHTING 

ECM 6:  Replace exterior lighting with high-efficiency bulbs 

Currently the dormitory is lit by high-pressure sodium flood lights.  Although moderately efficient, they 

could be replaced by better-performing fixtures that would also light the surrounding area better, and pollute 

the night sky less.  The current fixtures are unfriendly to star-gazers and nocturnal creatures (See Figure 1.0). 

ECM 7:  Replace interior conventional bulbs with CFL bulbs 

ECM 8: Install a Vending Miser on the Beverage Vending Machine (See Figure 2.0) 

ELECTRICITY:  STUDENT-OWNED APPLIANCES and LIGHTING 

ECM 8:  Provide high-efficiency task-lighting or provide CFLs to students 

Maplewood residents have added floor and desk-lamps in each room for additional lighting.  This additional 

lighting is necessary since the overhead T-8 bulbs installed in the ceiling have a poor quality of light, 

especially for computer work.  Additional lighting is inevitable.  The college should either invest in task-

lighting for students, supplied with high-efficiency bulbs, or provide bulbs for students to use in their own 

lamps.   

ECM 9:  Provide students with smart-strips 

Student-owned appliances increase the building’s energy use by at least 5%.   But in the absence of significant 

computer labs on campus, it’s unreasonable to assume students won’t have their own printers and computers.  

It is possible, however, to better manage this plug-load by having students plug cell-phone chargers, 

computers, printers, and other appliances into a smart-strip.  Smart-strips are specially designed to allow some appliances to remain on or in sleep-mode (such as 

a laptop) when the others are turned off.   

 

 

Figure 1.0 

Figure 2.0 
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Building 

 

ECM 

No. 
ECM Type 

Energy Conservation 

Measure 

 

Description and Comments 

. 

Estimated Annual 

Energy Savings (2009 

Energy Costs) 

 

Estimated Cost for 

Implementation 

Simple Payback (FY 

2009 Energy Costs) 

 

Maplewood 1 
Heating: Building 

Envelope 

Replace Emergency Exit 

Doors  
$680 $1663.2 4.5 

Maplewood 2 
Heating: Building 

Envelope 
Add Attic Insulation 

An additional 18 inches of blown-in fiberglass for an 

additional R-30-40 
$229 $ 11,903.54 39 

Maplewood 3 
Heating: Building 

Envelope 
Reduce Air Leakage Reduction from an estimated .5 ACH to .4 ACH $200 $1,033 5.2 

Maplewood 4 
Heating: HVAC 

System 

Install Outdoor Temperature 

Reset Control 

Tekmar Brand.  Prices according to manufacturer data. 
Industry documented efficiency gains range from 10-

25%; minimum 

$635 $679 1.1 

Maplewood 5 Hot Water Heating 

Augment Domestic Hot 

Water Heating from Boiler 

with a Solar Thermal 
System 

Payback period will be significantly shortened by 

increased use of the building in summer months.  Average 

in Northern Climate Zone is 63% of domestic hot water 
usage.  

http://www.swinter.com/news/documents/CostDesignPerf

SolarHW.pdf; We've estimated three collectors and three 
120 gallon tanks will meet the building needs.  

$ 687.96 $  8,421.00 12.2 

Maplewood 6 

Electricity: Unity 

Fixtures and 

Lighting 

Replace exterior lighting 

with high-efficiency bulbs  
112.32 1455.8 13.0 

Maplewood 7 

Electricity: Unity 

Fixtures and 

Lighting 

Replace interior 

conventional bulbs with 

CFL bulbs 

Some bathroom light fixtures have conventional bulbs. $77 58.61 0.8 

Maplewood 8 

Electricity: Unity 

Fixtures and 

Lighting 

Install a Vending Miser on 

the Beverage Vending 

Machine 
 

$53 220.16 4.2 

Maplewood 9 

Electricity: 

Student Fixtures 
and Lighting 

Provide high-efficiency 

task-lighting or provide 
CFLs to students 

 
$138.51 $27 Immediate 

Maplewood 10 

Electricity: 

Student Fixtures 
and Lighting 

Provide students with smart-
strips 

Studies suggest that smart-strips can result in savings up 

to 73% but I calculated a more modest 50% which would 
build in some room for human error, and appliances 

plugged-in elsewhere. 

$320.76 $756 2.5 
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